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HAMLET IN HAMTET OUT
(MSMSV SCH00L PRoDUCTT0N)
Directed by:- PRAI{AB MUKHERJEE

This movement piece pays tribute to 450 and 400 years of William Shakespeare's birth and death

commemoration respectively and looks at an internal monologue that goes on inside Hamlet's mind.

The purpose of the piece rs to peep into a directols mindscape as he rehearses the play. Not to make

Hamlet, a storyboard character or a dramatic treatment. And more importantly to decode the goings

on in the world from a South Asian pair of eyes and not makes the bard a construct of the

claustrophobic diction-delivery-costume axis.

Who is Hamlet? ls he a byword for ideological loneliness...is he a metaphor for a constant sense of
displacement. . . is the idea of Hamlet a call to amend, append and subvert our times..Can we f ind him
in the trance of Salbega, ulatbasis of kabir or the dissent that defines Bant Singh or Fela Kuti? Which

Hamlet are we seeking and who are we looking for?

This piece is a quilt stitched from a performer's poinlof-view, largely looking atthe Hamletthat lurks

inside us.

Who is Hamlet? A man lost in life... a waylaid person..a women coming to terms with her domestic

and public person.. A person grappling with whatthe cloud of terror around us..ls Hamlet another

word for death of a dream? . . .ls it a byword for social alienation? ls Hamlet a term for the all the fringe,

refugee and Mensheviks ofthe world.
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BEGHARI AMRITA
Directed by:- SAURABH SHRIVASTAV

Sanjeev Chowdhary is a successful writer, who lives in Kasauliwith his second wife, Ritu. Needing t0

do a little research on the paranormalfor his new novel, he decides to organise a s6ance with the help

of an eccentric medium, Madhumalti, but nothing goes as planned and Sanjeev gets much more than

he asked for as the evening progresses. The tale unfolds with multiple twists and turns and hilarity

ensues as Sanjeev's first and second wives deviously vie for his attention...

This light-hearted comedy completely refuses to engage with the real world but more than makes up

forthis by engaging with the next!

DIRECTOR'S NOTE

Noel Coward's quintessentially British drawing-room comedy Blithe Spirit was the inspiration behind

this work but my goal while adapting it was to alter the citizenship of its soul to lndian, not merely in

terms of language but more fundamentally, in terms of the style of its humour and its socio-cultural
essence. ln directing this play, my aim was (a) to primarily provide sheer entertainment and (b) to

work with a naturalistic mode of presentation devoid of the sort of technical enhancements which

occasionally look perilously close to gimmickry. The story is farcical and unrealistic but the form I have

chosen for it is completely realistic.



LAt DED
Directed by:- MEETA VASISHT

0ur active, breathing engagement, with the poetry of our great poets, (both coniemporary and those
immortal)

Our relationship to the poetry of our respective cultures and ethnicities, allows for us to live our times
with understanding, wisdom and compassion, and with an empowered sense of Self.

The ability to turn the gaze inwards and to engage with the introspective self is, and has been, the great

raison d'etre, forthe arts (performing and others) to exist.

It is also the power of the theater (theatre comes into being through an active engagement with all the

arts and indeed our classical plays and epics were written as kavya)

This ability: the ability to engage with the introspective self, is what makes the presence of the poet, the
performer, the artist seminalt0 civilization at alltimes. At alltimes.

lndeed at all times.

A Play, a Film and the Poet Within is a journey into the collective consciousness of the present times.

The poetthat I engage with seminally is LalDed, the iconic woman mystic and poet of 14th century
Kashmir.

Revered and loved for 700 years, right upto the present day, she is a shared archetype for all

Kashmiris, both the Muslims and the Pandits of Kashmir.

Her poetry and life has also found a resonance amongst people from other parts of lndia (as well as

amongstthe people from France, Holland, Germany).

The power of LalDed has not diminished over the centuries, even as her presence continues to defy all

attempts to define her or conf ine herto any'ism', . .

The session on the above themes will be conducted by a contemporary poet or writer or teacher of
poetry who would also lead the participants to write a poem of 4 or 6 or 8 lines.

lf indeed some poetry emerges from these workshops that could beautifully reveal the deep inner spirit
ofthetimeswearelivingin, SeagullPublications(Kolkata)wouldbehappytocomeinasapublishing
partnerto publish a book (s) ofthe same.
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KRISHAN V/S KANHAIYA
Directed by:- UMESH SHUKTA

A small time street smart, c0nman, antique dealer, Kishan, who is an atheist is married to a very
religious woman. There is always an argument about religion in the house, Hilariouslyfunny situations
are created due to this conflict.

Suddenly Krishan's shop is destroyed by earthquake. lnsurance company declines the claim as'Act
of God .

Unsuccessful in getting money from lnsurance, Kishan Sues God since it was an Act of God that
destroyed his shop. Thedecisions send a shock wave in the family and in the society, lt creates lVedia

frenzy aboutthe case. Though he is not a lawyer butfights the case himself. Some ofthe best and most
light hearted c0urt scenes are created with arguments on both sides ofthe religion and the debate on

existence of God.

God visits him in person to explain that he cannot win and therefore should withdraw the case.

After being convinced that Kishan is an ordinary man fighting for his rights and rightfully fighting
against people exploiting religion, God often visits him at his home, shows him ways to defeat the
people defending the case on behalf oftemples and God.

He actually WlNs the case . At some point God shows him a miracle to prove he is the God, which
unfortunately happens t0 be his last day of lif e. God himself delivers this bad news to him.

Media reports about his actions of fighting against the people who exploits God and religion, makes
him semi-God after death. Pandit and Pujaaris exploit his death and declare him a semi-god at a press

conf erence. People starts praying in his name and build temples for him

Kishan pleads God to give him re-birth so he can spread the true meaning of prayers and religion to
public. WillGod granthim his wish?
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PAUL GOMRA
(A TRAITSMTGRAT|0N)

"Paul GomraKa Scootel' [Paul Gomra's scooter], written by the Hindi wriier UdayPrakash, the

eponymous protagonist of Prakash's short story is a Hindi poet who works at a newspaper in New

Delhi. Paul Gomra was born as Ram GopalSaksenaa which is a typical Hindu name but the narrator

informs us, as a result of technological and socral changes, globalization rnformation and

communication revolutions, the end of socialism, and the spread of markets across the entire planet,"

names like Ram GopalSaksena had begun to seem "backward, narrow-minded and lower-class."

Consequently, our hero took the "pal" out 0f "Ram Gopal" and made it "Paul"; then, he took up the

remaining "Ram Go" and turned it into "Gomra."With these nominal changes, he joined figures-real and

imagined-of cultural and political importance to cope up with the current lndian scene. After changing

his name to Paul Gomra, the former Ram GopalSaksena does something equally momentous: he buys

a scooter. This later decision is precipitated by the fact that all around him people have begun to travel in

new cars. "While these people "reached new, impossible destinations," Paul Gomra felt he "was
dragging behind time like a worm, a centipede, a turtle, a snail." As it happens, the new scooter isn't

becoming helpful as Paul Gomra does not know how to ride it. lts gleaming skeleton begins to rot

outside his apartment. Finally, Paul linds a man who is able to ride the scooter to work; he accompanies

the man as a rider. ln the hours that he must wait each n ight lor this man's work to end so he can catch a

ride to home, incidentally Paul Gomra rediscovers his passion for poetry. 0ne night, he goes to a

glamorous literary event in New Delhi. The reader gets only a muddled, secondhand account of the

evening's events: we hear that Gomra drunkenly berated the assembled guests for their worship of

officialdom, he gave them a lecture on the scooter as a revolutionary tool; he fulminated against Delhi;

he said the countryside had not vanished. "Dinosaurs become extinct," Paul seems to have shouted.

"The ant survives, you thieves! Delhi will become history, but Gurgaon will remain alive.' 0n the ride

back home, Paul Gomra and his friend met with a mysterious accident. Hours later, they are found and

admitted to a hospital, but Paul Gomra disappears three days later. We hear of a deranged highway poet

who has taken up a pre-lndependence slogan: 0uit lndial' But already, his memqr! has begun to 
=vanish; allthat left are twisted remains of Paul Gomra's scooter and the yellowing diary pages locked

inside the scooters trunk. 0n the last page, dated August 1 5, l995the date when lndia celebrates its

independence each year are the words of Paul Gomra's last poem.
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AAIA.AFSAR
Directed by:-MUKESH VERMA
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TALWAR
Directed by:-RAJEI{DRA SlilGH PAYAT
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DON'T DRESS FOR DINNER
Directed by:- KANGHAN UJJAT

All Bernard wanted was a romantic weekend with his mistress while his wife, Jacqueline was away. ls

thattoomuchtoask? Hisbestfriend,Robertsuddenlycomest0townandsinceheseemslikethe
perfect alibi, Bernard invites him t0 stay. However, unbeknownstt0 Bernard, Jacqueline and Roberl

are having an affair. 0nce she finds out that Robert is coming, she decides to stay. So begins the
intricate dance of deception. But wait, it gets better. Suzanne is the mistress, while Suzette is the cook,

but they're both called Suzy, in the midst of confusion of lovers,husbands ,wives ,mistress and the

cook will there be a happy ending. . .
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BADE MIYAN DEEWANE
Directed by:-lMRAll RASHEED

The play is essentially about a rich eccentric 0ctogenarian who is used to living a luxuri0us and

flamboyant life and is swept off his feet by a beautiful young girl in his neighborhood, who incidentally

is also the love interest of his son. . .

MeerSahabfallsfortheyoungdaughterofhisneighborSheikhlnaayatullah,Hisson Tabish isalsoin
love with the same girl (Suraiya) and wants to marry her. Sheikh Sahab on the other hand wants t0 get

Suraiya married to a dynamic man, charming young writer, Shaukat, who is an acquaintance 0f both

Meer Sahab& Sheikh Sahab. Shaukat is a genuine well wisher of Meer Sahab who wants him t0 stop

splurging his wealth on his tawaif (Heera&Gulab) and return to his good old days. Meer Sahab wants

Shaukat to convince Sheikh that he is a great prospect for his daughter and at the same time, Sheikh

wants Shaukat t0 counter Mir Sahib's advances and teach him a lesson. . .

As a result, Shaukat is embroiled in an unwanled sticky situation and allthis leads t0 major confusion,

misunderstanding, jealously and an utterly hilarious series of events I
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GHITTHIYAN
Directed by:- RAGHAV TIWARI
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ETADIDI
Directed by:-SUBHEl'lDU BHAl'lDARl

The story of "Eladidi" is not onlythe story of Eladidi but also of emancipation. lt is a story of MuKi a

ordinary girlwho has atalentof telling stories. Burdened with expectations and constantly compared

to Eladidi MuKi wants to like her. Ela-a pretty, educated, intelligent one-known as Eladidi of Mukti.

MuKi grows hearing of comparison all the time with Ela a common scenario in society. The

unachieved desire of parents come upon the children like MuKi; and they tried hard to be so from the

childhood, making ittheir motto of life. Every child have a philosophei Muktihad his Own elder brother
"DADA ..He also suffered like muKi. MuKi never realized her brothels philosophy... Their aim is to

be a photocopy of Eladidi She wants to be Eladidi- the neighbor, Eladidi- the singe; Eladidi- the heroine

oratleastEladidiadomesticlady Muktihadnobeauty,nowealth.shehadnottheability;butthereis
no end of being Eladidi. But life doesn't progress followlng the rules of mathematics. That life is not a

colorful picture of childhood is proved by the ups and down of life. Life proves that brutes with their

sharp ciaws live side the Muktis. So, they failed to be one like Eladidi. Naturally their lives become

confinedinfourwallsboundary-toremainaliveonlybyname.Then...". ?MuKistartsajourneyof
her self-realization,.. lt is her journey, lt is the story... an ordinary story of ordinary journey of an

ordinary



JAANA THA ROSHANPURA
Directed by:- VIRENDRA SAXEIIA

Three senior and experienced theatrics came togetherto form a new group "Oissago". NSD Graduatt
of 1 982 Batch, Veerendra Saxena, Ravi Mahashabde 2000 Batch & Samta Sagarfrom Rang Vidushak

repertory, Bhopal intent to explore and share their experience with society.

The trio binded by a singularthread of passion fortheatre, came together in moments of time borrowec
out of individual commercial commitments. The idea of script was conceptualized by Samta Sagar

and was manifested over a cup of coffee which later took full fledged shape of a play after gettin6

creative inputs from Virendra Saxena.

Series of brain storming sessions, numerous discussions to sort out and create creative differences
and consensus in the journey, 'Jaana Tha Roshanpura"

Embarkthe journey with us ,.....
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ISHQ AAHA
Directed by:- GAGAN DEV RIAR AND SUKANT G0Et HINDI, PUNJABI, EIIGTISH

"Sahiban, lif e is as temporal as a dream. But those who die f or love are remembered. Laila, Sassi, and

Heer are now revered. Let's pray before God to give our love a pleasant end" - Hafiz Barkhurdar

Love is everywhere, experienced by everyone in a thousand different forms. But the essence still

remains the same, And nowhere does this essence find better expression than in the music of Punjab.

Let these sounds take you on a journey back and forth through time, unravelling some of the greatesl

love stories of Punjab and re-imagining them like never before. Perhaps, in these motifs, each of us will
discover the shades of our own love and longing. lnspired by - HeerRanjha (Waris Shah and

Damodar), SassiPunnu (Hashim Shah), SoniMahiwal (Fazal Shah and Hafiz Barkhurdar),

MirzaSahiban (Peelu and Hafiz Barkhurdar)



RAAUAN KI RAMAYAN
Directed by:- ATUI SATYA K0USHIK

"Raavan Ki Ramayan" which features the legendary actor Puneet lssar in the role of Raavan is a re-look

at the history from the point of view of those who lost and never got a chance to tell their side of story. A

virtuous king of a prosperous kingdom is outraged atthe ravaged modesty of his sister and sets outfor
a dignified revenge. But he falls forthe defiance and audacity of an abducted woman and ultimately

throws his kingdom into a great war against the will of many of his ministers, wife including his eldest

son. The warwithin him poses him againstthe questions of his wife, sons, gods and ancestors and

war outside ultimately becomes the eternal war of Sur and Asur with hlgh stakes from history on both

sides. What unf olds is an epic hit hero unheard.
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AMRITA
Directed by:-SU0EEP S0Hl'll

Amrita, sahir and lmroz is about Kavita, Nazm and Painting. when truth, honesty, emotions and
experiences of life blended eternally with aesthetic sentiments of poetry and painting, the story of
lasting impressi0ns come to us as Rasidi Ticket in words of Amrita Pritam. "Amrita" is our effort to
portray the fadeless life of this gifted and blessed writer. Her transformation from body to soul is a
journey f rom self to beyond.
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WAITING FOR GODOT
Directed by:- SANKET JAIN

Waiting for Godot is an absurdist play by Samuel Beckett, in which two characters, Vladimir and

Estragon, wait endlessly and in vain for the arrival of someone named Godot. Waiting forGodot is

Beckett's translation of his own original French version, En attendant Godot, an is subtitled (in English
only) "a tragicomedy in two acts". The original French text was composed between gth 0ct., 1 948 and

29th Jan.1 949.

It is a play on the human condition, a meditation on the human predicament in midtwentieth century

Europe. Thus it is a play about characters, not what happens to them but about them, a portrayal of

human beings without any answer 0r certainties. This is the anxiety that Vladimir and Estragon carry
with them. ls there a Godot? What does he look like? How does he behave? Will he come at all? What

will he do for that? Should they invest any hope in him? They don't know any of the answer, only that

theyareonveryslipperyground Lackinganyfirmbasisfortheirhopes,theykeepfallingliterallytothe
ground. Man is in a truly fallen state. Meanwhile, what do they do, as they wait for some solution with
what is only a fleeting hope or even less? That is the play.

Among the characters, Vladimir is the soul and Estragon is the body of the play. The other two
characters, Pozzo is so obviously the master and Lucky, the slave (living with the burden of his name).
There is one more character in the play who acts like a messenger. And the title character of the play,

Godot, is a character but not present 0n the stage.
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ONE BY ZERO
Directed by:-SHUBHAM PAREEK

The play is a classtc tale of a possible case of a paradox which happens because of time travel. An
average writer in 70's classic of America bets a bartender that he will tell him the best story he has ever
heard. Bartender who is an undercover agent 0f a secret organization called "BUREAU' which aims at
maintaining the happenings in the past; offers a deal which can make the writer take his revenge.
Bartender with the help of a time machine takes the writer in his past; where he accidentally meets
himself and what happens there changes him as a whole. The entire story is centered 0n a persgn
caught up in a question of "who am l?" which ultimately becomes a paradox and to believe it is the new
beginning of his life.
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BIDESIA
Directed by:- SANJAY UPADHYAY

Bihals folk theatre reverberates with Bhikhari Thakuls Bidesia BhikhariThakur was an artist, a

dramatist and a poet who exhibited his play among the Masses; focusing on their pains, sorrows and
miseries. Afterthe mutiny of 1857, Biharand Eastern Uttar Pradesh were in the grip of lamine that
changed the Concept of livelihood into one of agony, compelling the people t0 leave their Homeland,
The problem still exists. ln Bidesia, the character Bidesia leaves his newly married wife Pyari Sundari
and seeks employment in Calcutta. There he gets involved with anotherwoman, Rakhelin and begets
two children. For years together Pyari Sundari received n0 news of her husband. A Batohi, on his way
to Calcuita takes pity on Pyari and brings back Bidesia with him. Pyari who accepts Rakhelin wins the
heart of the people for not forgetting the Dharma of Pativrata. The Play depicts the loneliness of Pyari
whose a.gony, Chahat and Tadap for Bidesia know no limits. Bidesia is the story of Values disptayed in

rhythm Biraha and torture felt by a woman and her determination to get her husband back

BHOJPURI



BAII AUR SHAMBHU
Directed by:- MAIIAV KAUI

Set is an 0ld-Age Home, Bali aur Shambhu is the story of an unlikely new friendship between two old

residents of the home.

An expression of two diametrically opposite characters and their unique approaches towards life....

Bali believes in taking lif e as it comes whereas Shambhu lives in the glories of his past.

With their respective ideologies and after a series of intricate collisions, eventually the two become

0ne.
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THE JOB
Directed by:- HARDIK SHAH

The Job is a devised performance with clowning and physical comedy at its centre. lt,s a story of four
job aspirants trying to outdo each other and what follows is a hilarious set of events. Thelob is a
nonverbal devised performance with an underlying comment 0n the competitive culture of present
times
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OK TATA BYE BYE
Directed by:- RABIJITA G0G0l

What happens when a sex workerin rural North lndia is pitted against a woman film maker from the

urban lndia?

Plot:

Pooja andher Britboyfriend Mitch are fresh out of a film school and travel from London to lndia to make

a documentary on Traditional sex workers of an lndian Village in North lndia.

ln the village they meet Seema and Rupa. 0ne is a brazen sex worker, the other a quiet shy girl on the

brink of an inititation into the age old prof ession

As the cameras roll and the village girls open up to these strangers about their lives and profession

,Pooja and Mitch realize that the subject may not have been such an easy choice. The world they

thought they wanted to document may not be what they had imagined / presumed The girls may not

be as devious as they had thought but perhaps not as simple either Soon, the mind games begin.

...equations begin to change, power play shifts and as new crisis and equilibriums begin to emerge,

olderones start crumbling....,,.

For each question there are many asked in return bythe village girls.

The Film does get overfinally but at a c0st......., .

ln the framework of gender politics and man-woman dynamic, 0k Tata Bye Bye raises the questions:

ln a society where sex is the currency to sell anything and everythtng ranging from iace cream to

energy drinks to 1 00 crore blockbusters, how different are the modern societies from these so called

backward communities?



TUMHARA VINGENT
Directed by:- Dr. SATYABRATA ROUT

As the play began we could see a painter on the right sidecorner ofthe up stage, standing on a raised
platform. He was moving his brush feverishly on a painting frame supported by a stand.ihe passion
and intensity associated to this revealed a resfless soul. He was Vincent van Gogh.

The lights shifted to the down stage centre. From the right wing a genfleman in brown suit and hat
came down walking with a bunch of f lowers in hand. He wanted to pay homage to a departed soul lying
within a coffin. The coffin moved a little. A bunch o{ sunflowers came through the open lid. The
gentleman held them to his bosom. He was Theo. Theo Van Gogh.



HASYA.GHOODAMANI
Directed by:- SOURABH ANAIIT

Written by Mahamatya Vatsraj in 11th century, Hasyachoodamani is a Sansrkrit Prahsan (satire)

leading towards a situational chaos that sums up at the epitome of busty laughter and hard hitting

satire on business made in the name of religion. The play also brings the point in focus thatthe subject

of the play has journeyed over thousand years whrch is equally contemporary and practical.

Hasyachoodamani revolves around the comic situations that evolve around superstition and fraud.

What makes this play interesting is that it portrays the corruptron in a way where characters don't give

the impression of any pessimism, but rather innocence leading to extortion.
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A SOUT SAGA
Direcled hy:- DR. DANISH tQBAt

We are so busy in our life that we don't look backwards what we have left unsaid or unheard. Have we
done anything worth saying? 0r have we abandoned s0meone from our lives? Do we actually have
any relevance of our deeds in our ltves? 0r have we kept such incidents deep down in ourtreasure
box?

ln the course of time and lif e we tend to do certain immoral things which leave a long lasting impact on
the lives of our loved 0nes, this story is all about those impure sins that we do and later regret. ls more
like confessions of our soul? Dialogue between a man & his soul. He narrates the story in funny ways,
with wit, f un & irony. lt's hilarious portrayal of a character.
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SURAJ KA SATWAN GHODA
Directed by:- HAPPY RAiIAJIT

The play is based on DharamvirBhartis "SurajKasatwan Ghoda" a short novel which is highly

acclaimed in the Hindi literary circles. Unicorn actors' studio brings this classic novel 0n stage in form

of a full length play

The play is a humorous journey, an amalgam of seven small stories 0f different emotions and flavors,

As the play grows the characters and situations ofthese stories intersects and overlaps each other.

The border of the different stories merges and finally brings a single story. All humor, funny incidents

and comedy of these stories becomes commentary 0n the moral aberrations and distortions in lndian

middle class society lVlanikmulla and his three lovers Jamuna, Lilly and Satti at different point of his life

tells about our society and us.

Humor becomes serious, comedy gets darker andstories turn real..... Come to watch the reality of

society where failure, hopelessness, corruption and darkness end with light and hope
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A WOMAN ALONE
(A Solo by $hilpi Marwah)
Directed by:-ARVIND GAUR

'A Woman Alone' is story of a housewife driven to extreme measures by an abusive husband, a
younger lover, a perverted brother-in-law, a peeping neighbor and a crying baby. The entire story is
told by woman herself, while chatting to her neighbor whom she had just met through the window.
Anger, f rustration, hope, regret, guilt and determination are just some of the inner turmoil this woman
goes through. The perverted brother in law who doesn't let his wheelchair bound disabled body stop
him interfering with any woman in sight, triggers off laughter, reminding the audience that t'hey're
watching a comedy after all! But things soon become darker as she takes extreme measures t0 save
her sanity. A Woman Alone was written by acclaimed ltalian playwrights Dario Fo and Franca Rame,
two o{ ltaly's best-known performers and political activists.

A one woman show, 'A woman Alone" is a testimony to the human spirit and hits 0n stereotypes,
violence, & demonstrates that which we are all capable of doing when pushed to the limit of our
patience.

HINDI
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IPTA MUMBAI'S SHATRANJ KE MOHRE is running to packed houses since the last forty years. lt's a

SHATRANJ KE MOHRE
Ilirected by:- RAMESH TATWAR

great hilarious social comedy.

We as humans at times become pawns of our own system. Social values adopted by one set of people

may not be suitable to another set of people. lt's the story of a household where two different

ideologies clash but with a lot of laughter. Thrown into a cauldron of humor and tossed, the residue is

nothing but comedy, laughter and wit.

There is a household in IND0RE where KAKAJ|lives with his nephew SHAAM (RakeshBedi) and niece

USHA along with a battery of servants who are more like family members than domestic helps.

KAKAJI'S PHILOS0PHY is that take life as it comes. He and Shaam never follow any cult nor believe in

any religious rituals. They discuss anything underthe sun including SHAAM'S girlfriends. They also

often have a game of chess where all the servants too intrude creating funny tiffs.

Though the entire household is "Happy Go Lucky" but USHA follows a certain ACHARYA Jl. when

ACHARYAJI lands up in this carefree household along with his "shishya" GEETA, SHAAM'S philosophy

goes for a toss as he falls head over heels for GEETA. And also becomes a follower of ACHARYAJI.

KAKAJI is the most amused in this situation as SHAAM who was once happy go lucky fellow is now
hanging in the sphere 0f "T0 be or notto be".

When these two different ideologies are thrown into the cauldron of clash, the residue is nothing but wit
and humor.

The formidable cast boasts of actors like ANJAN SHRIVASTAV RAKESH BEDI, BHARAT KAPO0R,

BANSITHAPAR, AWAR GILL, RAMAN KUMAR, RASHMISHARMA and AWAR GILL.



FRAMES
Directed by:- RUCHI BHARGAVA

FRAME depicts the interplay of human emotions, thoughts and actions by taking mythotogical
metaphors , Radha and Draupadi " two female characters f rom mythology or we can say two female
attitudes,RADHAsymbolisisdevotionandDRAUPAD|ambition,Eachfematebelongstoanyofthese
FRAMES and yetthere are so many FRAMES to be discovered. Some FRAMES they are conditioned for
, some FRAMES They wantto break and some they are in search of ...... SEARCH tS 0N.....



...SEIDOM BITES !
Directed by:- VISHAt VIJAY

Edward Albee is a Pulitzer Prize winning American playwright.

Zoo Story is his mostfamous one-act play adapted in Hindias Seldom Bites.

Here two strangers encounter at a park. While one person is desperate to have a conversation the other

gentleman simply wants to read peacef ul.

Sardonic humor between the two builds up t0 an unexpected climax, where one man brings the other

down to his own savage level.

Albee always felt that among the two men in drama one character has a larger role"

Forty years laterthat urge t0 equalize both the characters resulted in At Home a prequel to Zoo Story.

4th Wall has blended both dramas into one adaptation titled Seldom Bites.



NIGHT'S END
Ditected by:-G0WRl RAM I'IARAYAN ENG[ISH, MALYAIA,HI1{DI

SetinareserveforestinRajasthan,lndia NIGHT'sENDunfoldsthestoryofKrishnanNair.Bornintoa
family of Kathakali artistes and trained in the art from childhood, Krishnan runs away from his native
village in Kerala, and becomes a forest guard in a tiger sanctuary. ln moments of emotional intensity,
the Kathakali artiste in him finds solace dancing,

The plot moves through his attempts to enlist the help of the tiger hunting Mogiyatribals t0 save the
tiger, his friendship with BilluMogiya the drummer, his romance with Billu s sister ChandniMogiya, and
his encounters with the poaching maf ia.

NIGHT S END is atale of betrayal, abandonment and loss in which the actions of humans-indigenous
peoples, settlers, tourists, the state, the media-powerfully affectthe fragile ec0-system we inhabit.

NIGHT'S END is also a love story



AURANGZEB
Directed hy:- K S RAJENDRAN

When Emperor Shahjahan fell ill in 1657, a war of succession broke out among his four sons,

DaraShukoh, Shuja, Aurangzeb and lVurad The main contenders were Dara and Auiangzeb while

Shahjahan s two daughters Jahanara and Roshanara, supported Dara and Aurangzeb respectiveiy.

The Emperor himself lent his support to his eldest son Dara, who alone of the four brothers, was

present at Agra and sympathetic to Shahjahan s dream plan of building a black-marble-mahal for

himself on the other side of Yamunafacing Mumtaz'sTajmahal.

The play begins with the conversation between two of Aurangzeb s spies in Agra Fort, who tell us of

others spying on them, indicating Aurangzeb's suspicious nature as well as his attempt to be in

control. The play selects ielescopes and fuses events to capture the fissures as well as the peaks of a

period of history The war of succession to throne and issues and ideologies thatthe major players in

the drama represent: Shahjahansymb0lises a decadent, self-indulgent, romantic astheticism;

Aurangzeb articulates and fiercely fights to establish an lslamic fundamentalist state; and Dara

projects himself as a philosopher-statesman striving to preserve a pluralist society and nation.

Shahlahan dreams about a black-marble-mahal for himself, Aurangzeb dreams of 'one nation, one

language, one religion', while Dara f ears that Aurangzeb will destroy the precious herltage of Akbar.

The play has as its theme the struggles 0f mutually contradictory dispositions of the various

characters: Shahjahan and Aurangzeb, Dara and Aurangzeb; Jahanara and Roshanara; and finally

Aurangzeb versus Aurangzeb. Shahjahan lives in the past, Dara in the future, and Aurangzeb in the

present. Aurangzeb's success is the triumph of pragmatism but he has to pay dearly as we find him in

the last scene sitting not on his Peacockthrone but beside it on the floor, His loneliness becomes his

tragedy Theplayendswithhimaskinghimself thequestion:'AmladevoutMuslimorafanatic?'Heis
left awaiting the judgment of history.
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MAA IN TRANSIT
ilireetcd hy:-illAKARANli DESI{PAruDE

l\onr i rrriill share with you that meeling urhen i mei my rnother in transit

ffi ffiffiffiiffi
I diil nOt \ivant my mctneitri leave. but she had 1o go. while slre was in transit i managecl to meet her



IMtI PAPITA TARBUZ
Directed by:-TEJAS MATAP & MAKARAND DESHPANDE

lmliPapitaTarbuz is a play in Hindi f or children and parents about the bonding between cousins! Sunny

and Ryrie are excited to leave for Disneyland but an emergency in the family brings their cousins home

from Konkan to Mumbai, the three cousins lmli Papita Tarbuz are not welcome by Sunny and Ryrie!

Humorous and emotional series of incidences takes place, which forms a bond between them for rest

of life
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Ashok Parnami
Patron

Narendra Arora
Secretory, 3M Dot Band

Sanjay Kothari
Executive, 3M Dot Band

Deepak Gera
Founder, Jairangam

Narendra Gour
President, 3M Dot Bands

Digvijay Dhabriya
Vice President, 3M Dot Band

Prakash Sharma
Advisor, 3M Dot Band
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Team Jairangam

3m Olfice Management

Kailash chopra

Surjeet

Rohan Rawat

Ravi Dayma

Ankit Mittal

Soniya Kingrani

Neha Kingrani

Sita ram Beda

MIWD (Make lt Worth Digital)
Tanvi Sharma

Sushil Garg' Prashant Khatri

Shilpi Mathure

Vikrant

Preeti Sharma

Urose Entertainment

Ajai Saxena (Founder CE0)

Akash Jain (Director)

Apoorv Saxena (Creative Director)

Rosy Saxena (S0P Co-ordinator)

Vibha Sharma (S0P Co-ordinator 2)

Swati Sachdeva Saxena (Programme Co-ordinator)

Summit Gautam (Travel & Stay Co-ordinator)
Vikram Tak (Hospitality Co-ordinator)

Vikram Chauhan (Production Manager)

Pramod Pal Singh (Asst. Production Manager)

Sanjay Goswami (Graphic Designer)

Ashok Yadav (lllustrator & Graphic Designer)

Sanjay Jain (Asst. Graphic Editor)

Brosis Technology, Web Designer

Ramniwas Choudhary

Nisha Sharma

Brijesh'Kadwa
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Team Jairangam
Gompany - Old Cat Designs

Cinematographer - Shiv Narayan Singh
Photographer - Mridul Vaibhav

Photographer - Sonakshi Gupta

Videographer - Ankit Khotiwat

Team Coordinator - Anukriti Bhatnagar

Jaipur Photographers' Club Team

For Khusboo-e.Raiasthan

Anil Khubani

Himanshu Dandekar

Ramakant Sharda

Varun Pandey

Vishal Karwanyun

Vivek Kakkar

Y K Narula

and otherteam members.

Over all theatre production convener
Abhishek mudgal

0ver all in chargebackstage
Ravi ojha

Over all in charge technical
Sahil Ahuja

Venue coordinator technical
Shubham pareek

Samar pratap

Priti dubey

Subhash choudhary
Venue coordinator backstage

Devendra singh

Asif sher ali khan

Chitrarth mishra

Ravindra pareek

R-4

Sudikksha kaushik

Rang Samwaad team
Ruchi Bhargava Narula, Convenor

Mr. YK Narula & Mr. Dron Yadav

C0-Convenor

* roro.r*-r".**u^ *rt.oL 2016

Announcements

Hemant Acharya

Pranjal Acharya

Mann Gera

Vikas Pareek

Coordinators

Ananya Godika

Kunal Senani

Volunteers

Mohit Dhanwani

Alok Sharma

Yogesh Kumar

Art Strokes
Vijay Kumar Sharma

Saumya Sharma

Shrey Sharma

Mr. Lakhan Singh

Shankar Singh

Balbeer Singh

Souvenir
Anuraag Raizada - Creative Head

Devanshu Godika - Designer

Creatives, Blogs

Shiv Shankar

Abhilasha Sharma

lsha Dhar

Shilpi Mathur

Sunita Pandey

Sanjay Jain

Unnati

Announcements

Pranay Bhardwaj

Sarvesh Vyas

Spark PR

Jagdeep Singh, Sr. Advisor
Tusharika Singh, Manager

Kamal Kant, Manager
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DEPARTMENT OF ART & CUL|URE
RAiASTHAN
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